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PREFACE TO JiE-ISSUE.

Tlie Fir^t Issue of tliis Paper having been exliaustecl

,

and requests for copies coiitinninr/ to be made, tins

re-issue has been printed icith notes to make it accurate

at this date.

Readers will find at pages 31 and 39, reprints of

tivo Papers on ^natters closely connected with the subject.

Thointoii Manor,

Thornton liough,

CJiesldre, Aiirjusl 2nd, 1905.
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The First Issue of this Paper having been exliaiisted

,

and requests for copies continuing to be made, this

re-issue has been [jrinted with notes to make it accurate

at this date.

Readers will find at pages 31 and 39, reprints of

two Papers on matters closely connected with the subject.

Thornton Mniior,

Thonitoii IIuug]i,

Cheshire, Aiiyust :ind, 1905.
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The Village was part of the sclieme. fVoin its \-ery inceptidii.

Our lirst piivcliases ^vere aliout 5() acres of land, of

wliicli '24 were intended foi' llie lUisiness and Works, ajid

32 lor the A ilhijL^e. From time lo time the ai'ea was added

to hy purcliase as opportunity offered, \mtil lo-da.y tlie

area, is 230 aeri'S, of

Nvliich aliout !)() acres |

' ''
' '

are devoted to the

Business and 140 '

to tlie Vdhic^-f.

Tlie 90 acres de-

voted to tlie Business

are of n<"> interest to

us to-iii,nht, and

therefore we will dis-

miss them, and the

buildinj^-s erected

thereon, from our

tht)U,i;lits. and con-

tine oiu' attention to

the 140 acres devoted

to the A'illage.

You will find a

planof the Village in-

serted at the be.gin-

iiing of this Paper. Those portions shaded da.il\ green

I'epresent the ravines or gutters, up which, to a gi'eatei' oi-

less extent, in former daj's the tide used to How. We have

hlled up the gutters and levelled the land at the hottom of

the ravines, Vjut oidy so as to raise same ahove high-water

mark. This leaves the ravines a\"ailal)le foi' use as parks

and I'ecreation grounds, and so treated they will become

the feature of the Village,

DEl.L RRIDGt- FKitM THE PARK.

I he incoming tides, and also sei've to cari'y a road at that

point across the Pool. "-
(

The I'oads ha\-e. hr'cn so iilanned tliat, whilst inaking \

i

direct iMid shorlest \\a^"s to miportant points, such as the

rail\\a\ slalion, the lei'rs , I he tiam\va,y t(.'i'niinus, and to the

(illice and W'oi4\s,

they shall still form

whei'evei' jjrissiljle

cur\es and swee|)s

following the lines

of the ravines.

Another object

aime<l for in the lav-

ing out of the N'illage

has he(;ii that none of

tb(! bouses should

bav(^ their Ijacks to

the I'ailway line. It

is I'eujarkable bow

little tins is thought

of in laving (jut

building-laud adjoin-

ing I'ailwavs ; a,nd

yet I know of no

featuie of such an

estate that, ought to ba^e more cai-eful attention, both on

the grounds of the linaiudal success of such undertakings,

and also in the interests of the ])uljlic usin,g the railways. /

The general width of the I'oads has been fixed at 40 feet

—sa}' H yards roadw;i,N' and H feet each foi- footpaths, but

oui' widest road is 12 \iU'ds foi' I'oadway and 12 feet for foot-

])a.ths. I don't kn(.)W whetbei' it is a recognised rule to

make tlie footpaths as nia.nv feet wiile as the roadways

b,i„.>l,n i- h'niJh.t

Gravioil & OulJ.

At the junction with Promborough Pool a dam is in

course of construction, which will cut these parks oil from

HKIDGE INN. I'lCinlilA HKIDGH. JNU GHRISr CHURCH. ir. &• i'. (Jitvu.

are \ards in width, hut I have alwavs found this to

^i\e a most excellent jiriiportion.





In order

to realise ihe

intention of

leaving tlie

ra vines as

parlis and

recreation

grounds, and

at the same

time not di-

verge from

the direct-

ness of tlie

roads to ad-

jacent local

centres, the

r a "\-
i n e s

had to he

spanned at "^^
'

several points, and with two exceptions, where hridges

have heeii huilt, this has been dune hy means of liaidvs

of eartli. In building these bridges tlie intention has

been to add distinct objects of interest to tire Village.

The first of the two bridges is the one

near the Schools, spanning

the park at that point.

It was designed by

Messrs. Douglas

and Fi )rdham

of Ches

and

difficult to

imagine anv-

tbing more

solid and
strong, }'et

light and
graceful, it

is an ideal

structure for

tlie )3in"]iose

foi' wliich it

was design-

ed. At the

time tlie

bridge was

built we did

not own and

could not
.-isruAf. IV. & s. ou:;,.

(|,g,j readily

acquire the land bonnding the north-western buttresses

of the bridge. The ravine therefore, for many reasons,

could not be spanned by an embankment. The necessity

for the continua,tion of J3olton Road to New Chester

lioad was an urgent matter that could

no longer be delayed. Hence

the onlj- solution of

the difficulty was

the building

of the
bridge,

which

forms

one of

the most

char m i n g

features of t

Village.

The second br

Bolton Eoad acr

continuation to New Chester Road. This

bridge was built from the designs of Messrs.

William and Segar Owen, of Warrington, and it would be

OTRN-AIR SWIMMING TiATH

( a v e

; the

t we

d and

IS ill-

join -

with

able

later to purchase whatever land we
re(|uired to the north of Bolton Road.

Whether this would have been possible without the
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HULME HALL—l'HA COUNTER

iinlepeiiili'iil outlet lieiiii;' iirst created T cannot say : l)nt if

that had apjieai'dl to ns to he possible, tlie hiidi;-e, in

all prolial(ilit\", would not luive heen liuilt, iLiid tlii' \illa,L;e

would have lost one of its most striking' features.

The tot;al area. occu])ied b\' ravines is I'Jl.OdO square

yards, or ahout ^.l aci'es.

Adjoinin,L;- one of these ravines we are erecting a

Gynina.siuin {I'hiii /), using w'ood as the hmlding material.

In another, we are erecting an 0))en-.\ir Theatre, which,

for want of a hetter name, will Ije called the Auihtorium

(I'lan II). The sloping banks of the r.ivine allow of a. perfect

aii'angement of seats, somewhat on the lines of the classic

Gi'eek theati'es. Of course, I know it is somewhat risky to

Ijuild an Open-.Air 'hheatre in this uncerta,in climate: hut the

view taken is this; tliat we may p(.)ssihly

rely on four nionliis during wliicli we sladi

find this theatre extremely useful, and as

tfie cost of such an Open-Air Theatre is

certaiidv not inoi'e than one quarter that of

a fully enclosed building, it appears to he a

fairlv econonncal ai'i'angcment. In addition,

is it not desii'ahle to culti\'ate more the

capacit\" of our ]'jnglisli cliniiite for open-aii'

surnniei' a.musements '.' However, in any

case, il will he an i
htei'esting experiment

Adjoirniig another of the ravines, and

occu])ving a t.i'iangula,r piece of ground

tlia.t otherwise could not ha,\e heen ])i'olit-

ahly used, an (Jpen-.\n' Swinmiing liath

(I'liiii III] has heen made. The sliape of

theljafh is oviil ; length, 100 feet
;
breailth,

75 feet ; -i feet deep al mie end, and 7 feet

I inches at the olliei' ; with Wfioden dress-

ing rooms phiced m convenient positions.

What I may call the hrst public buii'^ng

to l)e erected at Port Sunlight Avas the

Gladstone Hall (I'lun IV), opened by the late

Eight Hon. W. K. (iladstone, in November,

1H91. This, in my unprofessional opinion, is

the most apjiropriate Village Hall we have.

It is simple and unpretentious, admirably

adapted for the jjui-ijose for which it was

designed, and most snihible and appropriate

for erection in a village.

The tendency at Port Sunlight has been

duiing the last few years for our architects to

become more and more elaljorate in architec-

tural design, and more and moi'e extravagant

in the use of costl\- building material.

Although this has been done with the most

happy results, I rather look upon such build-

ings as teaching merely wdia,t can be done

with unlimited money, and, wlulst this is very

right and pro]ier in its own way, it does not

teach us so useful a lesson as the more difficult one of

planning and designing simple, beautiful, and inexpensive

biiildinns suitable to village life and village means.

f:)Ut Gladstone Hall has for long been too small for the

needs of the Village, and therefore an additional Dining Hall

has been built, at present devoted entirely to tlie use of the

women and girls of the Works and Village. This hall is

called Iluhne Hall (Phin V), and 1 certainly feel a little more

at liberty to criticise it, since it was Ijuilt from the designs of

the same architects who designed Gladstone Hall, ^lessrs.

William and Segar Owen, of Warrington, than whom no one

have heen more ha.ppv in their work at Port Sunlight, to

whom also we are indebted for the quiet grace and

beauts' of the earliest buildings in the Village wliich

HULMH H -tl.l.—CROCKEKY SHELl'liS



was OWEN^
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HULME H-IU.—KITCHEN.

have ^L^'iven tn it its distinctive Englisli village character.

Prohahlv tlie diflicuhies connected witii the size of

Huhiie Hall were ^ureatev than ap])ear at first sight, the

problem Ijenig to jirovide dining accommodation for not

less than 1,500 people seated at small tallies—say six

persons at each table.

The effect produced on one's mind by Hulme Hall is

not that of a village Inhlding, lint rather that referred to

above as showing what can be done with milimited money

lavishlv spent, which is, perhaps, the least useful lesson

village architecture should teach. However, the Hall

answers its purpose most adnhrabl)', and should prove to be

a centi'e of life for the Village as long as the Village is in

existence. The cooking arrangements are most admu'able

and perfect. -\ ba]")])iei' or biagliter s])ectacle than tlie Hall

at noon, with the hundreds of healthy,

bright girls seated at the clean, neat taljles,

woidd be difficult to find.

At aljout the same time that we built

the Gladstone Hall, we built a block ol

cottages witli ii, shop at one end of the block.

This sliop is now used as the Village Post

and Telegraiih (Jftice, and is well worth

attention. The lialf-timbei- work in this

sliop is solid oak, enii)loyed, as nearly as

the modern hUiilding Acts \\ill allow, in

exactlv the same \\;i,y as it would have been

employed had tlie shop been erected 300

years ago. I'lie same i'eni;M-k applies pra.c-

licalh" to all the half-timber biiildings at

Port Huiiligbt, although there are, I tliink,

one or perhaps two cases where this has

not been strictly adhered to. The Village

Stores used to be a,t tfiis shop, but the

"rowtli of the Village soon rendered it too

small, and thei'cfore large central shop:- " eie

built from the designs of Messrs. Doughis and

Poi-dbam, of Chester (Plan VI). The site-

selected is at the corner of f-Solton Eoad and

Bridge Street, and the group of shops consists

of Grocery and Provision Shop, Di'apery and

Millinery Shop, and Butcher's Shop. These

Stores are managed by the employees them-

selves entirely, and whatever capital is em-

ployed is provided by themselves, and whatever

])rofits are made are divided amongst them-

selves. Over the entire area of the three sliops

is tlie Girls' Institute {Phm VII), with large

central hall and side class-rooms, the latter

formed by movable and wooden screens, so

that when required they can be thrown into

the central liall. This is the Girls' Club of the

Village, and one of our most useful institutions.

Sewing and ambulance classes, etc., are

held here during the winter months, and, in a lesser degree,

also during the summer.

This institution does not quite correspond to the Men's

Social Club, being a more educational institution than the

Men's Club. This latter was built from the designs of Messrs.

Gravson and Quid, of Liverpool, and has proved a most useful

and successful building for its intended purpose [Plan VIII).

It contains the usual accommodation for billiards, games,

reading, etc., inside, with a full-sized bowling green adjoining.

Opposite the Men's Club is a range of buildings with

a " past."''' Its present use is as an addition to the School

accommodation of the Village. Prior to that it was used

as a Girls' Restaurant on the first floor, w^th small con-

fectionery shop, estate office, and caretaker's rooms on the

+ Since September, 1903, it has been the home of the Lever Free Library
and Museum (see view on page 6).

HULME H.4I.I. WEST WING.
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THF. VILLAGE POST OFFICE. Graywii & OulJ.

ground floor. Earlier, again, tlie first floor had been divided,

as in those early days one half was found to provide ample

accommodation for the Girls' Eestam-aut, and the other half

was available for and was used as a Junior Social Club.

None of these uses, however, is the original

one for which the building was

designed and tniilt, which was ''*

to provide a series of four

homes, each with 12

cubicle bedrooms, and

with bath rooms, par-

lour, living room,

kitchen, and all the
\

necessary equipment

for accommodating a

total of 48 girls, Vieing

12 girls in each of the

foiu' homes, with ])rovision also

for matrons and sta.tf for each

liouse. The charge for this accomnro-

dation was 2s. (Jd. a week for each gir

and this included everything except wash

ing of the girls' Avearing apparel and cost of food. This

ohai'ge was leased upon the cost to the girls of the cheapest

and usually very inferior lodgings to be obtained in the worst

a.nd most crowded adjoining districts. However, tlie girls

objected to tlie idea altogether. The homes never attracted

more than a dozen girls at one time. Finalh', they had to be

closed, andadapted to otheruses. I believe the girls' objection

was due more to the suspicion thej' had that they were being

asked to live in wliat aj^peared to them an institution, and

prolialily also to the ridicule of other girls, than to any otlier

cause. They A\ere making a resjiectalile living, and their

womanly pride preferred to be independent, and to find their

own lodging accommodation with soineworking man'sfamil)'.

But the buildings of wliicli \ve are most proud at Poi't

Sunlight, botli architecturallv and otherwise, are the School

buildings, built from the designs of ?ilessrs. Douglas and

Fordharn {I'laii IX). All the social work of the Village

CHRIST CHURCH.
\V. a- S. Ou-cu.

centres round those buddings. Undenominational divine

Services- are held tliere on Sundays by our resident imnister,

the Eev. S. Gamble-AYalker. The)' are used also as Sunday

Schools on Sunday afternoons, and as Day Schools on week-

days. In addition, they are in constant use for social and

educational functions on week-mglits. Additional Schools

are now in process of building from the designs of Messrs.

Grayson and Quid (r/an X), which, when completed, will

raise the school accommodation to a provision for over

1,500 scholars.!

A Church is" also being bmlt, from designs by Messrs.

William and Segar Owen {Plan XI). I would like to describe

this Church to you, but I am afraid that if I attempted to do

so you would be wearied by niA" inability to clearly convey a

correct idea of it to your minds. I can only say that the

aim and intention has been to produce an honest piece o

work, worthy of the purpose for which it is intended, with

every detail, both inside and outside, speaking of thorough-

ness and truth, and with such ornament only as would add

(hgnity to the l)uilding, and produce a feeUng

of reverence in those worshipping

within or viewing it from without.

I must not forget to take you

to our Village Inn—called

" Bridge Inn "—built

from the designs of

Messrs. (irayson and

Quid (/7<(«.s XII,

XIII, and XIV). It

is unlicensed,!: and it

IS not intended to apply

for a licence for the sale

of intoxicants, and it is one of

>ur most successful and useful

Ijuildings, providing easily day accom-

modation for many hundreds of visitors,

with a few bedrooms sufficieirt to meet all

Christ Church (Congregational) was openefl for Divine Service on .sth June, 1904,

and since then the holding ol Divine Service in the Schools has been discontinued.

t These Schools were opened cur 5th -January, 1903.

1 By vote by ballot 80% of those voting decided in favour of a licence being
ohtained. A licence was granted on .5th Felt., 1903, and the Bridge Inn as a licensed
ln")nse has been placed under the nianageinent of the Earl Grey Pultlic House Trust.

EMPLCJYEES' PROI'IDENT SOCIETY ion tr.ninJ floor].





kept ill proper

SCHOOLS—MAIN HALL.

the demaiifls of visitors requiring

to mal^e a longer stay in tlie

Village. Considering the difficul-

ties to be overcome in securing

all that was demanded of the

architects at a cost within the

means placed at their disposal,

this is certainly one of the

successes of the Village.

And now, before leaving

Port Sunhght and proceeding to

the little vihage of Thornton

Hough, let us examine tlie various

types of cottages built at Port

Sunlight. We have really two standard types

only—the cottage and the parlour-house

—

although we have some half-dozen cottages

which have less accommodation than the

standard type of cottage, and perliaps a

dozen houses, occupied by our Clergyman,

Doctor, Schoolmaster, Managers and Heads of

Departments, which provide specially for those

they were designed and liuih to accommo-

date, and present no special variation from the

usual villa or moderate-sized family bouse.

We will, therefore, pass these exceptions

over, and devote ourselves to the considera-

tion of the standard type, wliich really is the

type for 97 out of every 100 houses.

In plarniing the standard type tlie idea

has been, first, to provide a garden as

foregroimdto the cottage and screen fiom the

road. Tliese front gardens are in every case

SUNDAY SCHOOLS-INFANTS

oi'der and cai-od for by

ourselves. We have found b)' experience

that no other plan is successful in securing a

character to the Village, and avoiding the

unsightlmess of here and there the obtrusion

of ireglected jilots of garden which would

mar the whole effect. This care by ourselves

of front gardens is effected at a cost of 3d.

per garden per week.

In addition to these front gardens we

have also allotment gardens to almost each

block of cotta.ges. These allotments the

tenants cultivate themselves as vegetable

gardens, or 'properly fence and use for

poultry, etc. These 'allotment gardens are

placed as near as possif)le to eacli cottage,

and are the very safety-valve of the

Village, Their use and appreciation Ijy the

Villagers speak more eloquently than any

words of mine could do of the absolute

need for such means of healthy

recreation.

If you will now examine

Flans XVII to XX you will note

that the accommodation in the

cottage type provides for three

bedrooms upstairs, and living

room, kitchen, scullery, bath-

room and larder on the ground-

floor, with enclosed yard and

usual outlraildings. The dimen-

sions you will note marked on

Plan. Our experience leads us to

SCHOOLS—CHILDREN DRILLING.
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I'HE PARSONAGE, a-c.

helieve that aiiv variation

frdiii these dimensions has

not Iseen popular with the

Villagers. If the rooms are

made larger, it entails more

work on the wife than she is

able to devote to their care,

and therefore the house

soon loses its tenant. On the

other hand, if the rooms are

smaller they will not accom-

modate the necessary furni-

ture, with a like result. In

fact, a w"orkirian's cottage

must tit like a trlove the

If. &• S. nw,;i.

COTTAGES- PARK ROAD.

wants of the tenant if it is to he a, successful attempt to pi-ovide

for the happiness and comfort of himself, wife, and fannly.

Having settled by experience the most suitable ty]De of

cottage, it has been adhei'ed to hi all the cotta.ges at Port

Sunlight and Thornton.

The parlour-cottages {Vlans A"AT to A'ATI-^ differ from

the ordinary cottages in having an additional bedroom on

tliB first tloor and a pai'lour on the ground floor. In a few

cases the scullery in these houses has been fitted with a

kitchen grate, so that all the cooking could be done there,

leaving the kitchen to be used as a dining room. The

general type adopted for the parlour-houses has proved

popular, and therefore has been settled upon as permanent.

The financial aspect of the village at Port Sunlight is

soon told. The capital it has taken to buy tlie 140 acres

of land, build the cottages,

houses, schools, shops, in-

stitutions, clubs, etc., and

including making the roads,

laying out the jDarks, etc.,

has been over £350,000.

Our standard type of

cottage thirteen years ago

cost us £2t)0 eacli to build,

and identicallv the same

cottage in 1901 cost us -6330

to build. Tlie parlour-

houses Cost us then aljout

£350 each to build, and

now about £550 each.

ALLOTMENT GARDENS.



P.-IN('iR.-1MIC rihW—PARK ROAD .-l\D -JiKtDGF. STREfiT

Upon this -£350,000 Le\e.r Plrotliers Limited I'eceive

no interest or return whatever, the rents lieing hxed at

such an amount as only to pay for rates, taxes, repairs and

maintenance. The rents have had to he increased from 3/-

per cottage per weelv to 5/- per cotta,ge per weeli, owing to

increased cost of main-

tenance of parl\s and roads

and of the cottages tlieni-

selves. The cost of repairs

lias gradually grown to

e X t r a v a g a n t proportions,

owing to the fact that every

tenant has Iseen allowed

practicalK' any repan'S he

asked for. This was allowed

Ijecause the tenants as a

whole paid the total cost

of repairs and maintenance :

but this system does not

bnng it so clearly home to

individual tenants that

extravagance in requests for skilled woi'kraen fV)r trivial

repairs is expensive. There are clear indications sliewn

b}' the reduction in the number of such requests during

the last six months that the last raising of the I'ents

is having a good effect. Firjm our experience, therefore,

it appears that, with the most economical expenditure on

repairs and maintenance, the rental of a cottage, to cover

rates, taxes, repairs and maintenance only, would Ije

3/6 per week, and of a parlour-house 5/6 per week, and

that out of such rental nothing would be available as

interest on capital outlay.

Taking the value of the land at £240 per acre, and

taking 10 cottages per acre as the maximum number

possible per acre, after allowing the proportion ol each

cottage for parks and recreation grounds, we should have

a total cost for cottage and land of -6354, which at

4% interest and 1% depreciation (in addition to cost of

maintenance already provided for) is, say, £17 14s. per

cottage per annum, or, say, 6s. lOd. per cottage per week.

COTT.-IGKS GREEND.-U.F. ROAD.

Adding this to the cost oi rates, taxes, repairs and main-

tenance we have a rental of 10s. 4d. per cottage per week

as the letting value of the cottages of Port Suidi,i;lit on an

ordinary commercial l)asis.

Taking tlie rate of interest at 3% and of denreciation

at ^%, the sum of 4s. 9d.

per cottage per week would

be suflicient to meet tliese,

and consequently a gross

rental of 8s. 3d. per cottage

per week would ])e sufficient.

j\Iy object in mentioning

this is to draw attention to

the fact that to build a

village such as Port Sunlight

is not commercially possible

at the present time To

ask either of the above

rents would l)e to place

the possil)ility of living

in such a village out of

the reach of ordinary village tenants.

How can the difficulty lie met? There are only two

possible channels of reduction—cheaper land and less

(!'.&• S. Owe

COTTAGES-PARK ROAD. Douglas & Fordham.
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expensive builflings. The value of the huid for cottages is

fixed by tlie lumiher of cottages

the law allows to l)e huilt

upon it. If the legal

ni a X i m u in

w e r 8 1 2

cottages

2)lot of land sees his way at Ihe same time to give the

highest pi'ice for tlie land and

so to secui'e it.

The oidy remedy is

the restriction

of the rnnn-

c^.» ] )er o f

<r
,'

per acre,

as it ought

to be, it would

l)e impossiijle lor

land for cottages to reach

a higher value than 12 cottages

would hear. The present Buildinj.

Acts allow of JiO cottages being crushed like sardines in a

box on one acre of land. The effect of this absence of

proper restrictions operates in all cases to the raising of

the value of the land. In fjiverpool this is seen !)) com-

petitions amongst fiuilders themselves, who elevate to the

level of a fine art the stud)" of Imw many c<jtt;iges can be

squeezed upon a given area. The ingeiiiuus builder ^^ho

can see his way to squeeze the most houses on a given

,•; CORKER—CRHENDALI-. ROAD.

cottages

to f)e built

upon a given

area of land to,

sa\', 12 cottages per acre.

'I'his win allow 400 yards of

COTTAGES PARK ROAD AND BRIDGE STREET. (('. s- s. Ouv«.
I;,,,,,] f,,,. cottage aud garden, and

proportion of roads and open spaces for pa,rks and recreation

grounds. This is the maxiuumi limit possible for main-

tenance of

heal t h y

life. A

limit of 10

cottages

per acre, or

480 yards

p e r c o t -

tage would

1)6 Ijetter.

The next

considera-

tion is the

cost of

b u ildin g,

and I ven-

t u r e t o

s u g g e s t

that there

is here a

ni a g n i
-

ficent field

wortliv of, COTTAGE—PARK ROAD. S- S. Oixn
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and await-

i 11 g the

attention

of, our best

architects.

This sub-

ject should

not be left

to t h e

u n aide d

efforts of

w li a t w e

o t t e 11

t1iouL;dit-

lessly call

the "Jerry

Bui Ider,"

a man who

is, in inv

opinion, a

most use-

ful member

of societ\'

— more
sinned

against tbati snining. The so-called "Jerry Builder " has to

malve tlie most of an almost impossible position—to satisfy

the demands of the public for cheap dwellings, regardless

of consequences—and I maintain that, building upon dear

haul, he does all that can be done with the materials at his

disposal. If our best arcliitects would only come to his

COriAGES-BOLTON RO-ID. Gravion & Oiil.l.

HOUN'IAIN S. rjTMri.

assistance by sUid\iiig the ])i'eseiit-da\" reijuirements ti".) be

provided for in dwelling houses, the cheajiest and best

materials for thi' purpose, the i)rc])aration of tile same bv

maebiiier}', as far as pdssibli', ratiier than \)y hand lafjour;

to study the sa\'ing to be effected \>\ tlu; ei'ection of dwell-

ing-houses in large masses rather than singh', and to do so

witli greater effect and less monotony than by building as

at present ; in fact, to raise architecture in relation to

the dwellings of the million on to liroad, comprehensive

lines, so as to rest on the only true basis that architecture

can ever occupy—the supplying of the requirements of

the age with economy, simplicity, and character. Modern

domestic architecture requires to adapt itself to the

requirements of the twentieth century in the same wa}'

COITAGES-P -IRK ROAD. LOOKING TOlfARD SCHOOIS.
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that naval archi-

tecture has done

ill shipbuilding,

and to accomp-

lish as nuich by

d i s r e g a r d i n g

traditions as to

b u i 1 d i 11 g m a-

terials in supply-

ing the deuKuid

for dwellings for

the masses of

the people as

naval architec-

ture has done

l)y disregarding

traditions as

to ship- build-

ing materials on i.-igf-S-b.-i ih sriiHbi:

in supplying our present - day demands

We know that for certain buildings

which must he monumental and

important we are not likely

to discover l)etter liuilding

materials than stone, granite,

or marble. But dwellings

for the masses of the people

need not be monumental. If

they can be inexpensively built

to stand absolutely sound,

weatlier-proof, and sanitary, for,

say, 50 or (jO years, they ^vill Ijetter

supply the present-day requirements

than if, by increased cost, they were

Ijuilt to stand good for 300 vears. The

changing life of our citizens, the necessity that

is laid upon

them to follow

I their employ-

ment wlierever

it m a y 1 e a d

\ them, and the

' fact that our

experience
teaches us tliat

in 5 or 00

\ears the sites

of cott:i,ges may

in ah [irobaljilit)'

be wanlcil for

other purposes

-all pdiiit to

llie present-da\"

I'efjuiremcnts m
./. ./. r.iii'„L cottages being

for ships. not for cottages to stand hundreds of )-ears, but tens. Under-

stand, I am not speaking of the building of
.

villas or mansions, say from £70 a yeai'

rent and upwards. I only refer to

cottages, and what lor want of a

better word I nia)' call " parlour-

houses," the rentals being from

a few shillings a week to, say,

k'iO 01' t-iO a year. I know of

no greater service the architects

of the country could perform

during the new centurj- than the

designing of economical cottages and

small houses, unfettered Ijv tradition as

to material to be used, and guided only by

,-,,-,-,- ,^cc ^nrr^-r, ,, , thc waiits of tlic affC f(U- economical, sanitary,GOI lAGES- CRF.FhDAFh ROAD. ^ ' J •

J. J. Talbot. health}- bouses, to endure for 60 or 60 years onl).

PRIMROSE HILL OLD PROPI kl) ( \ //// F\I4II H I I I] PHIMROiE HILL-NEW COTTAGES {mu- occupyi„g iamailc). Crarsoi, & OiilJ.





We will now pay ;i short visit

to the villa^-e of Thorntmi Hough.

Here the prolileni was not how to

build an entirely new \illage, hut

how to rehuiki an old t)ue.

The exteriors of some of the

old cottages in the Village were

ver\- pictiu'esque when seen in fine

weather: hut, unfortunately, the

more picturesque the exterior appear-

ance, the more dirty, dark, damp, un-

healthy, and at variance with all ideas

of cormnon decenc\' was the interior.

The villagers in manv instances,

hut not every one, were attached to

these old ruins. I well renieniher

one case where the tenants, a farm

labourer and his wife, had brought

up a family of ten cluldreu in a

cottage with one bedroom only.

The thatched roof '.vas falling in and

the walls were bulging out. A son-

in-law of the tenants was the village

carpenter, and I referied the old lad^

to him to satisf)' her that nothing

but pulling down was possiljle. He
expressed liis inability to do anything, saving, in his iwvn

emphatic way, "If yer touch the roof ye'll push the walls

out, an.d if yer touch the walls ye'll have the root down."

CO'ir.-IGFS. 117/H I'HRHK lU FIIH HEDROOMS i,;fiU;i on >ite of abovi)

.

PICTURESQUE BUI' ISS-1\'IT.-IR)' .-IND SI\'GLE BEDROOM CO'l'f.-IGES {Jcmoliihcd).

This imwillingness to move did not appiv to all cases.

I remember one tenant, a widow woman with one son,

asking me if I could not liuild her another bedroom to her

_ _ _ cottage, as her lad was growing up

now, and they had both to sleep

in the same room. She then })ro-

ceeded to inform me tliat he was

over 20.

There were other cases even

worse than this, as far as nhxing the

sexes in single bedi'ooms was con-

cerned, and cottages worse than the

one with I'oof and walls falling

down. Such cottages were the most

picturesque exteriuilly.

However, all difficulties, in the

end, were overcome. Only the irre-

claimable cottages were })ulled down
and iu:'.w cottages l)uilt in their place.

Cottages offeihig the slightest possi-

bility ')f refoi'ination were altered,

repaired, and adapted to modern

requirements. The new cottages

were not always built on the site of

those pulled down, but as far as

possible this was done, so as to

preserve the general outline of the

Village.
Don^lfn £r Fordham.
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SMITH) .t\D ill.lGHS <:-n\IBIJ- OF IMPIiOI'EMF.N r RTSinii

A score dv more of adihtioiuil eottn.f^'es have Ijeeii

added t(j (he vidaij;e, to supply the t;ro\vini;- need of tlie

a^'ricidturai and farm lahoiirers of tlie parisli.

I ha^•e confined tlie tenancy of the cottages to the

vihai^e lahotirers, and in consequence have only ahoiit

1"„ of direct return on ihe investment. I lia\e, however,

the satisfaction of knowinn'— if tliat is a.nv satisfaction- -

tliat inider present Ijuddnii;" }iossif)ilities—lujwevei' " Jerrx'
"

and however plain and ngly 1 nhght lia\'e hnilt—at the

rentals wiiich villaj^e lahotn-ers can afford to pa.\-, the residt

as an investment wotdd have heen little different. To

raise the rents wotild in the majoiity

of cases be to force the original

village population away, and to

replace tlieni with a diffei'ent class

of tenant entirel)'. Jiut indirectfy

I believe I have full and ample

return, partlv in the value of the

farms I lane in the parish, which

W(nild he seriotisl\- depi'eciated if

farm labourers could not be boused

ill the ^dlla.ge : and secondly, in

the pleasure il has gi\-eu to me

to do what it appearoil to me ou.u'hi

to be done for thosr h\iiiy in (hi'

Villa,-e.

M(.'.ssrs. William and Segar

(iweii, ol \V;i,riinL;ton ; (Ji'a.ysou and

(Julil, of Jjivcriinol ; and l)ou;:;las

and F(jrdliani, of (Hiester, are the

a,rchitects I was fortunate enou<;-li

t(j secure to desii^n and carry

out tlie work.

The same general plan or type

of cottage has been adopted at

Thornton as at Port Sunlight, and

the same provision for gardens and

recreation grounds has been made.'''

And now allow me to explain, in

oi'der that you may understand my

position and work better, that I have

always wished that I bad lieen an

architect. I have l)een Intilding since

wdien, at nine years of age, a lean-to

rabbit-butcb aljsorlied all my spare

time for that year. The following

vear this I'abljit-hutch appeared to

be ca,palile of extension, and it was

pidled down and rebuilt on a more

extensive scale, allowing a number

of small boys to stand upright

inside the butch.

The third year S'aw a further

development in carrying out a

lu ,ND KiiT.,iNi-.D.
startling idea—that of covering the

roof with soil to the depth of aljout six inclies, and

planting oats therein, witir the object of raising food for

the e\-er-incieasing stock of raliljits. But, afas !
" the

best-laid plans of men and mice gang aft agley," to say

nothing of those of architects and builders ; for although

the corn grew luxuriantly in the early spring, it all withered

away in the summer heat, and so tliis economy of space,

which, bad it proved practicable, might have done so much

for distressed agriculture, had to be abandoned.

* In 1905, a Manse for the Congregational Minister and new Free Church Schools

were completed and opened in Thornton Hough (see views on pages 26 and 301.

COTI.iGliS AND BOWLING GKliEN^THORNTON HOUGH. ir. & S. Owiii.
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Nothing discouraged, as far as my luiilding instincts

were concerned, tlie year following I built a pigeon-cotc, and

so on, each and over)' year finding me engaged in some

liuilding operation, right up to the present time.

Gentlemen, there is no career that opens up sucli

immense possihilities for influencing the world in which we

live as that of the architect. The best and most reliable

records of the earliest stages of civilization in tlie world are

architectural. It is true we have the stone and flint iin]ile-

ment age; but although they teach us that their users were

able to protect themselves from foes, we learn little of theii'

higher or home life. In the case of the cave dwellers the

incipient craving for buildings does show itself, it is true,

but onh' very sliglith".

It is not until the first architect appears on the scene

that man comes -

within the reach "
-

of a higher life.

There can be no

possibilit}' of

doubt that the

architect was the

first and most

important linli in

the chain of art

workers that

have raised us to

our present state

of civilization.

The art of the

painter is a most

important one;

but it is clear tliat

until there were

suitable build-

ings ill which

to place them.

COrTAGES—l'HE Fi >LDS.
Gyayion cr OidJ.

IHORN'I'ON HOUGH
((". if .S, 0;cv«.

•-BUNGALOW COriAGhS-RABY ROAD, THORNION HOUGH.

COTTAGES-THE FOLDS, THORNTON HOUGH.
M: S- S. Owe,,. ^''V'"" OuU.

])ai n t i n gs on

walls or ca.nvas

were impossible.

I And vet arcliitec-

ture is one of the

least remunei'a-

tive of the pro-

fessions. If an

architectdoeshis

duty to himself

and client, and

s u p p lies full

necessary deta.il

drawings to tlie

liuilders ; if he

carefully and

conscientiously

super\'ises the

])\'0gress of the

building during

erection, he will

have a very

small sum left for his own personal rennmeration after

paving the salaries of draughtsmen and assistants. And

it is to the credit of the architectural profession that it does

contain a body of men who maintain a high hwi'l fur their

pi'ofessiiin as free as the re(|uireinents of life will ])ermil from

unworthy thoughts of personal renmnei'ation. And with

verv' few exceptions this appears to have been always the

Ciisc wilb arcliiteels in ail couidries and all a.ges.

Wby it should br so I fail to see, yet it does appear to

me from my own observation that, attention once directed to

money-making as an aim and object, art vanishes. No; if

money-making is to he the'. a,ini and a.mbition of life, then

leave architecture and become soaj) Ijoilers, sugar boilers,

cotton spinners, manufa.cturers, b;uikers, shipowners,

merchants—anything and evei'ytbing almost. It is true

many of these latter reach the Bankruptcy C'-ourt, and
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1 liope lew arclntects arrivr there. Still, if iiioiie)'-in;ikii:K

is the hi^L;liest aiivi in life, then avehiteclui'e is iiDt the ealliiiL,'

to folhiw. But Jiionev-iiiakiiig is not thi> higiiest ohjeet of

life, hut service to our fellow-men; anil in my liiuuble

opinion an arelhteet's career is one of the most serviceahle

in the whole range of honourahle calhngs.

Since it has not heen uw good forlune to he trained to

the honourable profession of a.n architect, and since my
instincts all lead me in that direction, I have had to be

content to follow, Imt at a most res])ectful distance, in the

company of ai'chitects, and to build under their guidance and

direction what little building I liave done. No doidjt I have

led them into many errors by insisting on my own wa}' being

followed as against their trained and mature judgment.

None the less on that account I hope to renrain always on

the most friendly footing with all architects, and that my

love of the profession, with a life-long devotion to its aims

and ambitions, will make them

To niv faults a little t>]i!id.

To )i)y vit'taes ever k\nil.

For mvself, 1 thaidi most heartily and sincerely everv

architect who has cai'ried into effect, and freed from their

native blemishes ami defects, and made beautiful, my own

crude and untrained ideas.
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Reprinted from the "Birkenhead News," October 8th, 1898.)

LAND FOR HOUSES.

A Paper Read before the North End Liberal Club, on Tuesday, October 4th, i!

BY Mr. W. H. Lever.

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen,—the subject,

" Land for Houses," upon which I have promised to

address you is one, the importance of which, fortunately

for me, requires no words of mine to commend itself to

your earnest consideration. The few thoughts I venture

to phice before you on this great subject are very crude and

incomplete, and consequently are no doubt open to much
adverse criticism. But, happily, honest criticism can only

lead in one direction : that of further calling attention to

the question of housing the people, with a view to whatever

may be the best means of remedying the defects of our

present system ; a system under which the housing of the

people has become a scandal and disgrace, as well as a

danger to the physical and moral well-being of the nation.

It is impossible for us to visit any of our thickly-populated

centres without feeling that, however great strides we have

made in political econoixiy during the present century, as

far as housing of the people is concerned, we are probably

in as bad a condition to-day as at any period of our history

;

and this notwithstanding the fact that as far back as 1H51

two Acts for dealing with this question were passed by

Parliament, and also that since then—at constantly recurring

intervals, right down to the Act of 1890—succeeding Parlia-

ments have repeatedly attempted to deal with this subject.

Except in the way of police control, we are bound to admit

that none of these x\cts have really been effective in dealing

with theevils they were intended to remedy. Before I proceed

further, allow me to acknowledge the assistance I have

had in preparing this Paper from reading the book by

Mr. Bowmaker on " Housing of the Working Classes ;
" also

the works by Mr. Charles Booth on the "Labour and Life of

thePeople," and various other writers. All who have carefully

read the works of the leading writers on this subject must be

impressed with the extreme gravity of the present situation,

and the more one enquires into the question of the housing

of the people, the more one is impressed with two things

—

the enormous amount of woi-k required to be done,

and the great importance that it should be done

with as little delay as possible. As to the amount

of work to be done, it is not only the grosser forms

of overcrowding—the slums and alleys that require to be

dealt with—but almost of equal importance is the question of

the crowding of houses side by side, with only 12 feet or

15 feet frontage, small yards, and 6 or 8 feet back roads..

It is said that "God made the country, and man made the

towns." But there can be no reason why man should not

make towns livable and healthy, and if towns are made

livable and healthy they will be just as much subject to

the benefieent influence of bright sunshine, fresh air,

flowers, and plants as the country. But just as surely as

the country is made by God, so surely is it that man is made

also by the same Creator—who constituted him a social

being, loving the fellowship of his fellow-man, and, there-

fore, loving to live in towns and cities where he finds the

greatest scope for his social instincts, and where his genius

and abilities have the fullest opportunities for development.

Therefore it is an established fact, and one that all past

history of the human race confirms, that men prefer city life to

country life
; hence the great importance to the well-being of

the race that city life be carried on under proper conditions

as to housing, with a view to securing surroundings the most

favourable to health. It is for the citizens themselves as a

body to control this matter through their municipal organi-

sations. It must not be left to individuals, as in the past.

We are too apt in this country to leave good work for the

benefit of one's fellow-man to the care of philanthropists
;

but in this instance, owing to the very stupendous character

of the question of housing of the people, philanthropists

have practically been unable to effect anything, notwith-

standing the large sums of money devoted by men of the

stamp of Mr. Peabody, and others too numerous to mention.

I venture to submit that it is not a matter to be dealt with

by philanthropists at all. Philanthropy is only another name

for charity, and charity can only mean pauperism. The

housing of the people is not in any way connected with

pauperism nor charity, and does not come within the scope

of philanthropists. We have experienced during the last

forty or fifty years that mere Acts of Parliament can effect

very little. In what direction, then, must we look for help

to come? Before we can answer this question, it would be,

perhaps, of advantage for us to enquire into the extent to

which the grosser forms of overcrowding exist, and what are

the effects on health and character of overcrowding. As to

the extent of overcrowding, many who have not thought

deeply on the subject would be surprised to hear that it

exists to just as great an extent in villages as in large towns,

and in the very smallest hamlets, proportionately, to as large

an extent as in London; that it exists in new towns and

cities like Birkenhead, as well as in the oldest city in the

United Kingdom. We find by the last census returns that

throughout the whole of England and Wales, of the number

of rooms composing tenement houses 52 per cent, of the
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separate tenements included four rooms or less, of which

about 5 per cent, were of one room only, 11 per cent, of

two rooms, 12 per cent, of three rooms, and 24 per cent, of

four rooms. Taking London separately we find that, instead

of 52 per cent., as in the case of England and Wales, tene-

ments of four rooms and under are 67 per cent., and that

the single-room tenements in London amount to 18 per cent.,

as compared with the 5 per cent, for the whole country.

Now, if we consider for one moment the life a family must

lead who have only one room in which to eat, to sleep, and to

live, we cannot wonder at the social degradation produced

in those who live under these conditions ; and yet tlie rents

paid for these single rooms are sufficient to pay a reasonable

return on the capital required, if properly expended, to

provide suitable accommodation. In the worst parts of

Liverpool at the present day 1,000 people are huddled on

the space of one acre. At an inquest in Spifcalfields, London,

concerning the death of a child four months old, the evidence

showed that the child, with six other children and its parents,

had lived in a room 12 feet by 12 feet, for which 4s. 6d. a

week rent was paid. Just fancy nine human beings living

under such conditions as these ! All such places must prove

very hotbeds of vice and misery. I could give thousands of

other examples taken from both town, citj' and country, but

I will give one instance more only to prove that over-

crowding is just as prevalent in country districts as in towns.

In a village not many miles from here, I was asked by a

widow—shortly after the properly came into my possession—
to provide another bedroom to her cottage. On my asking

why, she replied, because her son was growing up, and there

was only one room for herself and him to sleep in. I

imagined, of course, that he would be a little boy, say eight

or nine years of age. • I asked his age, and found it was

nearly 20, This caused me to make further enquiries, which

revealed the fact that this was only a specimen of the

condition under which many of the inhabitants of that

village were living. We drive or walk past ivy-clad cottages

in the country, admire their beauty, and the thought that

there can be fully-grown men and women, not always even

brothers and sisters, forced to occupy the same bedroom

from the lack of proper housing accommodation, never

presents itself to us. The words used by the late Lord

Shaftesbury before the Eoyal Commission appointed to

enquire into the subject of overcrowding are just as true

to-day as they were at the time they were uttered. Lord

Shaftesbury then declared that however great had been the

improvement in the condition of the poor in other respects,

overcrowding had become more serious than ever it was

before. Evidence produced before various Eoyal Com-

missions who have examined witnesses on the subject all

proves that an enormous proportion of our village popula-

tions know no other home than such as provide one room

for the whole family to live in, and another room for the

whole family to sleep in.

It is not necessary for me to occupy your time m
proving further that overcrowding does exist. You know

it exists. I know it exists. We all know it exists,

apart from Government returns and population statistics or

Blue Books. We know it because we see it, and read about

it in the police reports every day of our lives. Such, then,

being admitted to be the state of affairs, let us next enquire

what are the results which overcrowding produces. There

is one result which it certainly ought not to produce in our-

selves, and that is indifference on our part to the nameless

misery and brutalisation which overcrowding generates in

the poor. And sometimes one is inchned to think that,

whilst on all hands we have evident signs that the condition

of the poor calls forth greater sympathy to-day than ever,

and that whilst we know that in the providing of hospitals

and infirmaries, in temperance work, religious and social

work, we have not been unmindful of our duty, yet in the

very question which hes at the root of the uplifting of the

people, and the elevation of them to a full enjoyment of all

the possibilities of life, we have grossly neglected our duty.

In deahng with the moral effect of overcrowding, it is not

an easy task to collect statistics. We know that overcrowd-

ing and degradation go together, but we do not clearly see

whether it is the degraded who prefer to herd together, or it

is the overcrowding that produces the degradation ; but

whatever our individual views may be on this point, we

shall all agree on one point, namely, that as to the degrada-

tion of the children there cannot be the slightest difference

of opinion. Lord Shaftesbury, speaking of the effect of

overcrowding on children, describes it as " totally destructive

of all benefits from education "
; and who can wonder that

this is the effect produced. A child that knows nothing of

God's earth, of green fields or sparkling brooks, of breezy

hill and springy heather, and whose mind is stored with

none of the beauties of nature, but knows only the drunken-

ness prevalent in the hideous slum it is forced to live in,

and whose walks abroad have never extended beyond the

corner public-house and pawnshop, cannot be benefited by

education. Such children grow up depraved, and become a

danger and terror to the State ; wealth-destroyers instead

of wealth-producers, compared to whom the South Sea

Islander, the Maori, or Zulii is an educated, intelligent

citizen. That overcrowding produces drunkenness, vice,

misery, and wretchedness, we know, notwithstanding we

cannot easily collect statistics showing the exact extent to

which the moral nature is affected by overcrowding. But

if we cannot get statistics with regard to the effect of over-

crowding on the moral nature, we can with regard to the

effect of overcrowding on health, and in considering this

side of the question let us not lose sight of the truth that a

nation's health is a nation's wealth. The population of

England and Wales at the last census was—for the towns

about twenty-one millions ; for the rural districts about

eight milHons. Calculating the death rates in the towns
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for corresponding age and sex, and comparing them with

the same for the rural districts, we find that whereas the

death rate for the towns is 23.32 per thousand, the death rate

in the country is only 17.62 per thousand. In other words,

that whereas in the towns death on an average would occur

at the age of about 45, in the country it would occur

at the age of about 60. But if we look further into these

figures and subdivide the towns, we find that in the con-

gested parts of cities the death rates are double those of the

suburbs. In London the death rate of the outer, or suburban

districts, is only 15.4 per thousand, as compared with

between 30 and 40 per thousand in the most crowded

parts. That is to say, that whilst a man in the crowded

districts would on an average only live to be say about 30,

in the suburbs he would live to be about 70. In Liverpool,

also, the death rate is double that of the rural districts sur-

rounding. But this bare statement of figures gives us but

a very poor idea of the loss to the nation from overcrowding.

We have to consider, in addition to the early death of the

victims, the years of sickness, poverty, misery, and suffer-

ing that ill-health entails on them and their families, and

the consequent loss of their ability to earn sufficient money

to keep themselves ; thus laying a heavy burden on the

rates, and upon those relations who, whilst assisting them,

are already heavily overburdened to maintain themselves.

It is estimated that in overcrowded districts every workman

loses on an average twenty days each year through ill-health,

say on an average of 4s. per day equal to £4. This is

not only a loss to the workman and his family, but to the

whole nation. This loss to the workman is not represented

by the £4 he has failed to earn ; he has lost something that

he can never recover. For a rich man to be a few days

away from business from ill-health may, perhaps, not be a

serious consideration. His business in all probability will

not suffer. It would be conducted by his staff, or by his

partners, without interruption : but not so the work of a poor

man. Therefore the question of good health or ill-health

is of all questions the most important one to the workers of

this country. Why overcrowding should have such serious

effects on health, and increase so enormously the mortality

returns, is a matter more for a doctor to deal with than

myself ; but when one considers the all-importance of ven-

tilation and free circulation of air— which conditions can

never be obtained where there is overcrowding—one sees

one possible explanation, and that, probably, not the least.

The importance of fresh air and ventilation upon health is

shown when we examine the effect of overcrowding in large

cities as compared with overcrowding in villages
;
and the

statistics I have just given you showing the death rates

of the two prove that, as far as the effects on health are

concerned, overcrowding in rural districts is nothing like so

pernicious as overcrowding in cities. We have now enquired

into the extent of overcrowding and its effects. Let us now

see if we can obtain any information as to the cause and

remedy. I venture to submit to you that it is not sufficient

to say that the cause lies with the growth of population. It

may be claimed that the rapid growth of the population of

this country has produced ovei'crowding ; but when we see

that ovei'crowding exists just as much in the rural

districts of England, where the population is decreasing,

as in towns and cities, where population is increasing, we

are bound to look deeper for the real cause, and this we

find in the difficulty—either from one reason or another—in

obtaining land upon which to erect houses for accommodating

the people. We find that as land becomes more valuable,

houses formerly occupied by one family have been arranged

so that each room in that house should accommodate a

family, and in many cases even more than one family in

each room. As land becomes still more valuable, what were

formerly the gardens of these houses have been built upon,

thus producing slums, courts, and rookeries. Every public

improvement, such as the demolition of old property,

widening of streets, etc., has increased the overcrowding.

I venture, therefore, to submit to you that one of the

principal causes, if not the sole cause, of overcrowding, is

the difficulty in obtaining land at such a price that houses

for the accommodation of the working classes can be erected

thereon, and the remedy must, therefore, be to provide land

on such a basis that houses for the accommodation of the

people can be built thereon, to let at rentals within the

means of those they are intended for. This point of view,

ladies and gentlemen, opens up a very grave subject for our

consideration. It is not my province to-night, however, to

go into any consideration of land reform. The question I

wish to go into is solely that of the providing of land for the

erection of houses ; and, in doing so, I venture to submit to

you that our municipalities have ample powers in the exist-

ing law to enable them—if they are so minded—to efficiently

deal with this question. The overcrowding, as we have

seen, is at the centre. The remedy for this must be in

relieving the pressure that exists, and which forces the people

to live near the centre. Dispersion must be the remedy,

but not forcible dispersion. Our past experience has proved

that we have only aggrSfvated the evil when our ideas of

dispersion have proceeded no further than the destruction

of slums and rookeries. We must make it possible for the

working classes to live at a distance from the centre, other-

wise all our efforts will be in vain. Our efforts, therefore,

must be directed to gi-adual dispersion from the centre to

the suburban districts, so that by relieving the pressure at

the centi'e we may lead not only to the result of the total

abolition of overcrowding, but to the lowering of the rents

to such an extent at the centre that those who are forced to

remain there, near their occupation, will at least have the

benefit of proper accommodation for themselves and families.

In making it possible for the working classes to live away

from the centre, we must consider two matters : that of rent,

and that of transport. Already, overcrowded as they are,
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we find that 88 per cent, of the working classes pay more

than one-fifth of then- mcome in rent; of these, 42 per cent,

pay about one-quarter of their income, and 46 per cent, about

one-third of their income. We shall all agree that rents

should not bear a greater proportion to income than one-

sixth to one-eighth. Therefore, it is manifest that present

rents cannot be increased, they must be reduced. And, also,

that if the working classes are to be drawn from the centre

to the suburbs, the total cost of rent and transport at the

suburbs must not exceed the cost of rent alone at the centre.

I will go further than this, and say that the cost of rent and

transport must be less at the suburbs than the cost of rent

alone at the centre, if a tangible inducement is to be offered

for removal. To produce these conditions, we must look to

our municipalities to provide the land. It is impossible for

working men to become owners—to any great extent—of

their own houses, and, in my opinion, it would not be a good

investment of their earnings for them to own their own

houses. The shifting nature of their employment, and the

uncertainty of the exact locality where it may be necessary

for them to live from year to year, both render it practically

impossible for them to become their own landlords. If it

were not for this, then it is manifest that the working man
could make no better investment of his savings than in

purchasing his own house, and so becoming his own landlord

;

for apart from the honourable ambition of every man to dwell

under his own roof, there is the freedom this would secure

him from arbitrary interference. This being so, it is doubtful

whether schemes for enabling working men to acquire their

own houses are a remedy for the evils attending the present

system of the housing of the people. Municipalities must

face the task of offering facilities tor the erection of better

houses in the suburban districts, the rents of which, together

with the cost of transport of the occupiers to and from their

daily work, should be less than the rental demanded for

inferior houses in the congested districts. I know of no

better way in which this can be done than by the municipality

acquiring suburban land in large quantities, at reasonable

prices, and offering this land absolutely free for the

immediate erection thereon of cottages, in conformity with

building bye-laws specially drawn up for dealing with the same.

I am aware that this will sound at first a very revolutionary

proposal, and further, that it will appear to many as absolutely

unfair to the remaining portion of the population. In reality

it is neither. It is not revolutionary, because we have

ample precedent for the course proposed. Have we not

fully admitted the nation's responsibility for the education

of the nation's children, and have we not recognised that

the only wa^' in which we can ensure that all children shall

be educated is to make education free ? We have seen that

the millions we spend annually on education are to a certain

extent wasted, owing to the improper housing of the poor.

Therefore, to give free land to ensure the proper housing of

the people is only an extension of a principle we have

already accepted. As to the objection that it may be unjust

to the remaining portion of the population, my endeavour

must be to prove that the property built on this free land

will not only pay for the land which is being given, but, in

addition, result in a profit to the municipahty adopting this

policy. Therefore, the proposal is neither revolutionary nor

unjust. But, it may be asked, is it absolutely necessary to

provide free land ? Cannot we leave this question of free

land alone, and proceed in some other way ? Believe me,

ladies and gentlemen, there is no other way than first dealing

with the question of land for houses. All other methods

are simply tinkering with the evil we would remedy.

Corporations, and notably Liverpool, have built blocks of

workmen's dwellings—so-called—and anything more

hideous, more undesirable for the rearing of a family, or

more wasteful of the public money, it would be impossible

to find. The most you can say of them is that they are

better than the slums and rookeries they have replaced.

Whenever I see these blocks of buildings in London and

elsewhere, I ask myself what our nation will become after

a few generations have been reared under such conditions,

and the children's children of those bred and reared in these

barracks have to take their place as the backbone of this

country. No ! this system will never do, apart altogether

from consideration of its costliness and extravagance. But

I can imagine some one asking. How will free land assist us

in dealing with this question ? I answer—in many ways ;

and, amongst others, by preventing speculation in land for

houses. Now, I do not for one moment wish it to be

thought that this in itself is an evil, although in many cases

it is a ^ery serious evil. To-day, land can be bought within

reasonable reach of the centre of Birkenhead, and other

towns, at from £100 to £200 per acre. Within the last

three years, a plot of 300 acres on the Edgware Eoad,

London, within seven miles of the Marble Arch, sold at £50

per acre. But, by the time the spread of population reaches

such land, and it is coming into demand for cottages, the

price will probably be 4s. to 5s. per yard, with the result

that it can only be used for the erection of cottages by

scheming and planning how many cottages can be squeezed

on to as few yards of land as xjossible. Instead of which, if

the municipality steps to our aid, and selects land with

reasonable business forethought and acumen, they can

secure the land at a less price than any private individual,

and can afford to restrict the number of cottages to not

exceeding 12 per acre. With regard to the price of the

land, there should be no difficulty in buying such land as I

have indicated at from £100 to £200 per acre, freehold.

This is the price that land can be bought for in most districts

before speculation in land has set in : it is many times

above the agricultural value of the land, and on this basis

the proceeds of the sale when invested would produce many
times the income previously being derived from the land.

It is a fair price, and one that most landowners would be
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very glad to receive. At the same time, I do not suggest

for one moment that an arbitrary fixed vahie should l)e put

on the land to be acquired. The value in all cases would

be in relation to the market value of the land in the district,

and could, of course, be easily settled by arbitration. 1

merely take the figure of £100 to £200 per acre as the piice

at which in many localities such land could be bought for,

when purchased in large quantities, and free from specula-

tion. I have already stated that on this land not more than

twelve houses per aero should be built. This would give

each house about 400 square yards, including roads and

streets. This will be found to allow ample space for the

free circulation of air, and for a small garden, both at the

front and back of the house. I will now endeavour to prove

that the giving of free land for houses is no injustice to

existing ratepayers, but that in fact the scheme is self-

supporting. Taking the acre of ground at the cost of £200,

the interest on this, at say 2f to 3 per cent., would be £6

per annum. The rateable value of the twelve houses we
will take at only £10 per house, total £120. In most towns

the total amount of the rates is rather over than imder 5s.

in the pound : thus the rates on this property would amount

to £30 per annum, showing a surplus of £24 on the rates,

after allowing for interest. Of course, I do not mean to say

that the whole of the £24 would be profit. A very large

sum out of it would necessarily represent the increased

expenditure of the municipality incurred in consequence

of the erection of this property. It is clear, how-

ever, that there is considerable income at once to

be derived from the property ; and I claim that out of

this income the loss of interest, together with sinking

fund for extinction of principal, could be met. No city

could possibly be ruined by the adoption of this policy. The

municipality, that is, the ratepayers, or citizens as a body,

are the real owners of all property within the city bound-

aries. The so-called owner has in reality only a life interest

in the property. The demand for payment of rates comes

first of all, and must be satisfied before mortgagors or

owners receive their interest or rents. This being so, it is

clear that the adoption of this policy is nothing more than

applying the ordinary rules of business to the management

of municipalities. What business man is there in Birken-

head who would not willingly expend £200 on his property

in order to enable someone else to expend £2,400 in further

improving it ? Or, who would not willingly face an increase

in his working expenses of £6, in order to increase his gross

profits by £30? But some may urge that they fail to see

how the value of the city is to be affected, or the city itself be

made more prosperous merely by attracting people from the

centre to the outskirts. To this I would reply, that draw-

ing the people from the centre to the suburbs would not

be the only effect of the adoption of the policy I have out-

lined. Such an enlightened pohcy, offering such facilities,

would attract new comers to reside in our midst. But even

if it were true that the only effect were to draw from the

centre to the suburi)s, I claim that this would not in any way

affect the truth of the claim I have made as to the

advantages this system offers. It is a well-known fact that

overcrowded houses, and wretched property, from which it

is desirable to withdraw occupiers, does not yield anything

like its fair share to the rates, and that such property is not

rated on anything like the basis of the rents being paid

by the occupiers. A family may pay 4s. 6d. a week for the

occupation of a single room in a tenement house, but it

would be extremely difficult to assess such a house on that

basis, owing to the fluctuations of the occupancy. The

house in most cases is rented as a whole to one man, who

farms it out to the various sub-tenants. The rates are fixed

upon the rental as a whole. But there are other considerations

than the mere balance of revenue actually insight. The whole

trade of the borough would be improved by the erection of

these houses. Bricklayers, stonemasons, joiners, plumbers,

plasterers, painters, etc., would find employment. And

when the houses were completed the whole of the shop-

keepers of the city would be benefited by the necessary

expenditure for the maintenance of the occupiers. The

amount of money required to be invested in land would,

relatively, be small, compared to the benefits to be derived

by the whole district. The cost of the land should not

exceed one-tenth of the cost of the property erected upon

it ; thus there would be ample margin for security. The

cost of making the roads on the land would, as at present,

be chargeable on the property they served. But it may be

urged that the mere giving of the land would effect no

reduction in rents ; and that the cottages built on free land

would not necessarily be let at such rentals as would be any

inducement in attracting from the centre to the suburbs. This

is not so. Dear land is the chief cause of high rents for

cottage houses. The cheapening of the land will be the

most powerful factor in reducing cottage rentals. Let

municipalities use reasonable care and judgment in securing

suitable positions for the erection of working men's houses,

and builders will not be slow to avail themselves of the

advantages offered. Competition will prevent any excess in

rents being demanded. The law of supply and demand

will govern the number of houses, and the whole tendency

will be in the right direction. Therefore, seeing that

although the land were given free those who received the

land would have sunk on twelve houses at least £2,400 per

acre in building, and that this would improve the whole

trade of the borough, we may safely claim that owners of

the existing property would be more than compensated by

these advantages, and by the stimulus the adoption of such

a policy would give in drawing to the city an increased

population. What is it that is making Birkenhead pros-

perous at the present time ? We shall be possibly told that

it is the magnificent docks she possesses ; or the manufac-

tories that have been established in her midst ; but I venture
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to assert that her real prosperity has sprung from her

increase in population. It is true this population has been

attracted to Birkenhead by the employment to be obtained

at the docks, the manufactories, the shops, and elsewhere,

but this does not affect the question that it is to the increase

in population that Birkenhead owes her prosperitj' ; there-

fore, the adoption by Birkenhead of a policy which would

still further increase her population must still further

increase her prosperity. I know of no city in the United

Kingdom that has such opportunities as Birkenhead for the

adoption of such an enlightened policy as the one I

have outlined. The real wealth of Birkenhead is

her inhabitants, and the prosperity and capital which

have been attracted to her. Stimulate the increase of

population, offer inducements for more capital to be spent

in the erection of houses in the borough, and you apply the

soundest and most powerful stimulus you could possibly

apply for still increasing her prosperity. In the case of

Birkenhead, two special benefits would accrue, namely,

increased traffic on the ferries, and increased traffic on the

electric trams you will soon have running. Of course, it

would be wise, and necessary, to allow on both of these

special low rates for the convenience of workers at certain

hours of the day. But experience has always shown that

such low rates are really more remunerative than high ones.

In addition, you have done a noble work in lessening the

overcrowding of the centre ; for as the better class of

workers are drawn away from the centre to the outside

districts by the inducements you would be able to offer in

reduced rents, by facilities of transport by your electric cars,

so the overcrowding at the centre would cease. I am afraid

I have occupied your time already too much on the financial

aspect of the question. I feel confident that you will agree

with me that if we were to confine ourselves solely to the

financial point of view we should be taking a very narrow

one of our duty. Par greater than the financial aspect is

the improvement that such a policy would bring about in

the condition of the people. I speak from experience when

Jjay that_ nothing elevates and raises the man, his wife,

and family so much as placing them under the most

favourable conditions with regard to their homes. This is

especially true with regard to the children who are growing

up. It is, 'in my opinion, simply ludicrous for us to spend

millions a year in educaiting the young, whilst at the same

time a very considerable proportion of them are compelled

to live in houses and under conditions which, as Lord

Shaftesbury has pointed out,' ;absolutely neutralise all the

benefits to be derived from education. We hear it some-

times said that the result of our free education is not

everything that we expected, 'or that we were justified m

looking for. May not the cause be, not in our system of

free education, not in the people themselves, but the method

in which the majority of them are housed ! To raise the

tone of the mind by education, and to cultivate the intelli-

gence by reading, then to force back both body and mind to

live amidst squalor and under the most wretched conditions,

can only have one result—the neutralising of any good

effects that would otherwise have resulted from our well-

intentioned, but misdirected efforts. Until we have dealt

with this great question of the housing of the people,

evangelists, temperance reformers, social reformers, may

rest assured that they are simply attempting to clean out an

Augean stable, and that, despite all their efforts, the state of

those they are attempting to elevate will not be better, but

worse, as each year rolls on. I feel I must apologise for

having occupied your attention for so long a time, and taxed

your patience in listening to this Paper. My excuse must

be the importance of the subject. For, believe me, it lies at

the veiy root of the future prosperity and happiness of our

country. Let us face this question Ijoldly. The money,

believe me, is a mere bagatelle as compared with the

benefits that would accrue. We are the richest nation in

the world. We require fresh outlets for our capital.

Nothing that could possibly be suggested would give a

greater return to the nation than the one I have indicated.

W. H. LEVER.
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PROSPERITY SHARING v. PROFIT SHARING

IN RELATION TO

WORKSHOP MANAGEMENT.

There was an nniisually large attendance of membei's of

the Birkenhead Literary and Scientific Society, at the

Claughton Music Hall, on Monday evening, The chair was
occupied by the President, Dr. E. S. Marsden. Messrs.

W. S. Hilton and T. Tattersall were elected members of the

society. The subject for the evening was "Prosperity

Sharing v. Profit Sharing," on which Mr. W. H. Lever read

the following paper :

Philanthropy resented by every true Workman.

My object in adding to the title of this Paper the words
' In relation to Workshop Management ' has been to exclude

from consideration all such acts of an employer towards

employees as can only be correctly described as acts of

benevolence, philanthropy, or charity. We must dismiss

from our minds every aspect of the great questions of

prosperity-sharing or profit-sharing other than their effect

in relation to workshop management. If prosperity-sharing

or profit-sharing do not have a beneficial effect in relation to

workshop management, then they are charity, and, as such,

would be most properly resented by every true workman.

If, on the other hand, the effects of prosperity -sharing or

profit-sharing give the employee a greater interest in his

work and make him a better man, they are proved to pay,

their practise becomes a sound business system, and their

general and universal adoption is assured with corresponding

advantages to all concerned.

Prosperity=Sharing v. Profit-Sharing.

To most people the words prosperity-sharing and profit-

sharing appear to refer to one and the same thing. But, as

a matter of fact, they are absolutely distinct. A moment's

thought will convince us that it is one thing to share

prosperity with others, and quite another thing to share

profits with others. The former may often be carried out

with advantage to both giver and receiver, when the latter

might do harm to both. As far as I know, there is not a

single writer on the subject of profit-sharing, product-

sharing, industrial co-partnership, or other kindred topics,

who has yet referred to the possibility of an alternative

course such as prosperity-sharing. Writers on the subject

of profit-sharing appear to devote their entire energies to

extolling its virtues and merits as a complete remedy for the

admitted failure of our present wage system, its failure to

interest labour in the success of any undertaking in which

labour may be engaged. They ajipear to seek out and

record at great length the flowery speeches and sentiments

expressed atprofit-shariag functions laudatory of the system,

but to disregard the accumulated evidence that is available

against profit-sharing and its inherent defects. Nor do they

attempt to explain the fact that, after 65 years of devotion

from its adherents, profit-sharing has failed to receive any

substantial support from either employers or employees. It

is now over ten years since I ventured in a public speech to

call in question the success of profit-sharing. The time that

has elapsed since then has only confirmed the views I then

held, both from the practical experience I have myself

accumulated during the last twelve years, and also from the

recorded experience of others, and especially from the Board

of Trade Report on Profit-sharing issued in 1894.

Capital and Labour + /Management.

In order to study fairly and accurately this question we

will commence with a consideration of that hackneyed

expression, 'Capital and Labour.' Never have two words

been less understood. To make them understood and connect

them together you must add the word 'management,' and

make the phrase read, ' Capital, Management, Labour.'

What are the facts ? We have all known many instances

where labour, starting without capital, has prospered, and

where capital without labour has jDrospered. But in all

such cases there has been good management. We know of

instances as innumerable as grains of sand on the seashore

where capital and labour have joined together without good

management, but the result has always been failure.

Capital and labour both are dependent on management.

Sometimes, of course, capital includes management in the

one person, as in the case of the merchant, manufacturer,

or farmer who, whilst a large employer of labour, yet acts

as his own manager. Labour also sometimes includes

capital, as in the case of those small industries where the

proprietor employs no labour. But capital and manage-

ment, and labour and management, even when
combined in one person, are just as much separate

and distinct properties and qualities in such instances

as they are in the case of the largest undertakings or

limited liability companies. The expression, therefore,

' Capital and Labour,' standing alone, and used to describe

the forces in productive energy, are misleading, and create

an entirely false impression.
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Interests of Capital and Labour not Hostile.

Those of us who have Sociahstic tendencies, and desire

that the conditions of labour should be improved, believing

that the improvement of the conditions of labour is the only

safe and certcain means for the improvement of the whole

human race, reject this confusion of ideas. Labour has looked

upon capital as its sworn enemy. Capital at the same time

rails against labour and labour leaders as the foes of civilisa-

tion, security, and prosperity, and prophesies comingdisasters.

We regret this the more Ijecause it is clear that capital is

the friend of labour, and labour is the friend of capital, and

that both are in a greater or lesser degree dependent on each

other. It is bad management which is the sworn foe to both.

Labour not the Source of Wealth.

Adam Smith is largely responsible for the antagonism of

labour towards capital through his statement that labour is

the source of all wealth. During a century that saying has

been accepted as the final word on that subject, and as an

axiom in political economy. A greater mistake was never

made, nor one that has had more prejudicial effects on the

minds of trade unionists and working-men generally. Labour

of itself can never produce wealth, in fact, it will barely

produce sufficient to feed, clothe, and house the labourer.

But if labour is well directed, if the fairy of good manage-

ment appears on the scene, all is changed, and labour can

produce, and does produce, ' wealth beyond the dreams of

avarice.'

Success entirely depends on Good Management.

It is impossible to emphasise this point too stronglj',

if clear and right perceptions of capital and labour are to be

arrived at. Even the principle of co-operative production

and distribution is subject to it, for you see its truth in all

co-operative enterprises. There is no magic influence in

co-operation as a principle. It does not succeed merely

because it is co-operation. Its success entirely depends on

good management. The better the management the greater

the success. The worse the management the greater the

failure. Co-operative undertakings are just as subject to

the laws of good or bad management as are undertakings

conducted on the principle of private enterprise.

The Contract of Labour

with Management and Capital.

Now, having agreed, I hope, that the consideration of

the question of capital and labour is incomplete without the

consideration also of the question of management, let us

examine the contract that labour makes before performing

service. Labour, in effect, says to management, ' I cannot

afford to stand any of the financial risks of this undertaking.

Nay, I cannot risk even payment for my labour. You must

treat me as the first mortgagee on the business, and see that

I get paid in full whether the business succeeds or fails.'

And laws have be?n passed by Government recognising

the position taken up by labour, and making labour legally

first mortgagee for wages with prior claim on all assets.

Management has to meet this claim on the part of labour,

and does so fairly and honestly liy applying to labour the

same rules that prevail in the case of all others who wish to

stand in the position of first mortgagees. Management says,

in effect, to labour, 'I think I can arrange for you to be

placed in that very secure position ; but you must bear in

mind that I shall have to go to capital, and when I tell

capital that you insist on being placed in the position of first

mortgagee, to be paid in full whether the undertaking in

which you are engaged succeeds or fails, capital will most

certainly reply that if capital has to stand all the losses,

capital will most strongly object to you claiming a share in

the profits, should there be any.' Labour agrees to this,

and the bargain is struck, and, if the undertaking prove a

failure, no one wastes a single word of sympathy on capital.

Capital wants no sympathy, being accustomed to such

experiences daily.

Rights of Labour to Profit-Sharing.

On the other hand, if the undertaking prove successful,

then there is a very general outcry on the question of the

rights of labour to a share of the profits. Whole volumes

have been written on this latter subject, and men wax

eloquent on the rights of labour to a profit-sharing arrange-

ment ; but not one single line, as far as I have been able to

learu, has yet been written on the subject of loss-sharing by

labour, not even in those quite numerous instances where

the ruin of the undertaking has been the direct result of the

action of labour. Yet the one is as reasonable as the other,

viewed from the standard of the contract entered into. This

is undoubtedly the logical view of the position occupied by

labour with reference to claims for shares of profits, yet it

appears to have been generally overlooked. But not only

is the claim that a share of profits should go to labour

illogical, it is also opposed to the principle of good manage-

ment. It places management in a false position, and con-

sequently capital has not generally been in favour of

profit-sharing. Trade unions have not been slow to

recognise that it places labour also in a false position, and

therefore trade unions are not generally in favour of

profit-sharing.

Profit-Sharing not a Success.

Being wrong in principle, profit-sharing itself has not

met with general success, as a study of the excellent Eeport

on Profit-sharing, issued by the Board of Trade in 1894,

will prove. If we refer to Appendix E, page 134, of this

report, we find that 61 profit-sharing firms are there dealt

with. Of these 61 firms 11 had abandoned profit-sharing.

By the remaining 50 firms profit-sharing was being

continued. Of the total of 61 firms there cited, 48 firms
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were paying either full trade union wages, or, where no

union existed, then the full current rates of wages, and,

of course, labour was receiving in addition a proiit-sharing

bonus. We will dismiss from our consideration the 13 firms

who were stated not to be paving full trade union or current

rates of wages, as in their case profit-sharing could only be

correctly described as a piece of humbug. Of the 4H firms

paying full wages, trade unions existed for labour in the

case of ^7 firms, and labour was unorganised in the

case of the remaining ^1 firms. No expressions of the

views of labour on profit-sharing in the case of these

latter 21 firms are recorded ; but we find that in the case of

the 27 firms where trade unions exist, objection to profit-

sharing is emphatically made by trade unions in the case

of 16 firms, approved in the case of 10 firms, and no

opinion given in the case of one firm. Let me repeat that

in all these cases the share of profits was in addition to full

trade union rates of wages.

Trades Unions against Profit-Sharing.

The following are some of the grounds raised by trade

unions as objections to profit-sharing schemes, and they will

be found on pages 182 to 187 of the Board of Trade

Eeport

:

' Conditions of scheme antagonistic to freedom of action

of men, contrary to custom of trade, and opposed to trade

union principles.'

' The union has never made any formal objection, but

has always regarded the system as an excvise for getting

the men to work at high pressure, and turn out mure

work than under ordinary conditions.'

' Has a tendency to rob a man of his manly independ-

ence, and to remove the scope and field of operations of

trade unions.'

' Because all do not share, and the employees know not

what the profits are for the year. The employer, the

men said, has speculated and made heavy losses.'

This latter raises a fresh ground for objection.

' Because a different system of working has been

introduced, whereby two men have to turn out an

amount of work equal to that which took three men

to do.'

' Because of a certain amount of suspicion that the

desire of employers who introduce the system is to

weaken the influence of trade organizations upon the

men, and because it is believed that the fact of a bonus

being given induces the men to either hide or fail to

take action against breaches of trade union regulations.'

Prom these expressions of the opinion of trade unions on

profit-sharing, we are forced to the conclusion that they do

not generally view profit-sharing with favour.

Profit=Sharing, 1829 to 1894.

Before we consider profit-sharing further, let us turn for

a moment to another table in tlie Board of Trade Eepoi't.

Table V., page 134, gives the ])r()gi-ess of British profit-

sharing from its commencement in 1829 to the date of the

Eeport in 1H!)4. From this we find that the total ascertamed

number of British profit-sharing firms during the whole of

that long period of 66 years has only totalled to 152 firms,

and of this immbei- 51 firms have discontinued profit-

sharing, leaving only 101 firms continuing the system in

1894. The average duration of profit-sharing by 44 of the

firms who have discontinued was five years. Of the other

seven firms the duration is unknown. With reference to

the causes of cessation, nothing is known in five cases, and

in the remaining 46 cases the following are the principal

known causes ;

Death, liquidation or dissolution, 16.

Dissatisfaction of emplo)'ees, 1.

Dissatisfaction of employers—apathy of employees

—

disputes, 15.

Want of success or losses, 11.

Sundry petty reasons, 3.

Now, let us examine the figures relating to the 101 firms

still continuing to practise profit-sharing in 1894, and

we find that the average duration of profit-sharing with these

101 firms has been 6 years 10 months.

Number of Profit-Sharing Employees in 1894.

The total number of employees working under profit-

sharing conditions in 1894 was so comparatively small

—

being only 28,000 men, women, and boys—that the system

cannot have commended itself to management as efficient

from the point of view of management ; and from the

already cited opinions of trade unions, and from the

fact that, as far as I can ascertain, no trade union has

actively supported the system or agitated for its adoption,

it does not appear to have commended itself to labour. The

Eeport further states on X3age 137 :

' It will be seen that, although a few of our British

profit-sharing schemes are entitled to claim that they

have stood successfully the test of a prolonged appli-

cation of this industrial method, yet the great

majority of these schemes can boast but a compara-

tively brief existence ; about two-thirds of all the

cases in which profit-sharing is known to be now
practised by British employers have arisen in or after

the year 1889.'

Newspaper Reports and Profit-Sharing.

I am quite aware that books on profit-sharing, and news-

paper reports of profit-sharing functions, both British and
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American, coiitinuallv make use of sentences such as the

following :

' The system of profit-sharing gave complete satis-

faction to the firm as well as to the men. It was

accordingly continued as a permanent feature of the

establishment.'

' The result of our second year's experience,' said

one enthusiast, ' is that T am more than ever con-

vinced that we have found the true solution of the

labour problem.'

Happy man !

One firm reported in 1887 ;

' We believe the men have done better the past year

because of our offer of profit-sharing, but we expect

a much greater improvement this year.'

But in 1888 it was stated by the same firm ;

' While our business has been fairly successful during

the past year, it cannot be said that profit-sharing

has produced any marked change of results.'

Most business men, however, would prefer to be guided

by the cold figures and statements contained in the Board

of Trade Eeport.

Once Abandoned, Never Renewed.

Another ominous fact is that, as far as can be ascertained,

there is no instance in which profit-sharing, after having

been once tried by a firm, and after such trial abandoned,

has ever been renewed. Some writers have attempted to

trace success or non-success of profit-sharing to the

character of the occupation, and consequent necessity or

non-necessity for a high grade of labour, but there does not

appear to be any ground for this. Eeally reliable statistics

on this aspect of the question, however, are not available,

nor is there any present possibility of compiling such

statistics, owing to the comparatively limited number of

profit-sharing firms in existence. Nor does it appear that

profit-sharing has had any educational effect in bringing

capital and labour to a realisation of their true position in

relation to management.

M. Leclaire, the Father of Profit-Sharing.

The father of profit-sharing, Mons. Leclaire, the house-

painter, of Paris, laid it down at the outset, when proposing

his system, that profit-sharing must tend to increase and not

to diminish the employer's profit. That is to say, that the

tendency of profit-sharing must be to enlarge the disposable

profits to such a degree that the employer should be better

off financially than before. But the description of profit-

sharing adopted at the International Congress on Profit-

sharing, held in Paris in 1889, makes no mention of this

important element in profit-sharing, but merely declares it

to be ' a voluntary agreement by virtue of which an employee

receives a share, fixed beforehand, in the profits of an under-

taking.' In Mons. Leclaire's definition you have the practical

business man clearly shown; and in the definition passed at

Paris you have the influence of labour organisations and of

Adam Smith's statement, that labour is the source of all

wealth, equally clearly shown. The Paris definition makes

no mention of assisting management to increase profits as a

necessary condition prior to participation in profits. One

cannot but think that Mons. Leclaire's definition is the only

one likely to commend itself to thoughtful men, whether

capitalists, employers, managers, or employees, and it

appears to be the only manly, independent basis upon which

labour can take its stand when claiming a share in profits.

M. Leclaire's Career.

Having referred to Mons. Leclaire, let us examine care-

fully his career, and especially the claim of advocates of

profit-sharing that he made profit-sharing a stepping-stone

to success in his business. Mons. Leclaire was an

enthusiastic advocate and follower of his profit-sharing

system for over 30 years. His career was a remarkable

one and unusually successful ; but I venture to assert that

there is no proof that this was due even in the shghtest

degree to his system of profit-sharing, whilst there is every

ground for believing that he was one of those men, such as

are described in Smiles' ' Self-Help,' who, by their own

inherent force and ability, work their way to the highest

position in their callings. Leclaire was the son of a poor

shoemaker, and was born in a small village about 100 miles

from Paris, 14th May, 1801. He left school at ten years of

age, with only a mere elementary knowledge of reading and

writing. His first work was that of tending cattle in the

fields, and from 12 to 17 he worked on a farm, or as a

mason's apprentice. At 17 he ran away from home to

Paris. Arrived there without money or friends, he became

apprentice to a house-painter. He was harshly treated, but

never dreamt of complaining. He worked hard, behaved

well, and at 20 years of age he boldly demands 3-|- francs a

day without board and lodging, and his master, who has not

been slow to find out that he cannot afford to lose him,

grants it. Out of this wage—say 16s. 9d. a week, English

money—Leclaire saves 10s. a week. All this time he is

supplying the defects of his lack of education by taking

lessons, borrowing books from his master, and by buying

others. At the age of 22 Leclaire marries a good wife, who

shares all his ambitions, and makes him a happy home. At

26 he commences in business on his own account in a small

way. His energy and capacity astonished everyone who
came in contact with him . It is said of him that ' whoever

woi'ked on the ladder near him was electrified by his zeal.

He astonished his men, mastered them, obliged them to

imitate him, lost not a minute, and hardly took time to eat

the frugal meal that Madame Leclaire brought him in a little

basket.' Such a man was bound to succeed. In 1829 he
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undertook a contract to paint seven new houses within a

specified time, under forfeiture of 20,000 francs if not

fulfilled. Everj'one thought the young house-paintei' mad

—

the work looked to be impossible of completion within the

specified time. But he set to work, offering bis men 25 per

cent, increase in wages to complete. He himself worked
with them, inspiring them with his ardour. Needless to say

the work was completed within the specified time, and

Leclaire cleared a very large profit. It was a great

victory, and even the memory of it had not passed away from

him in his old age, for he is said to have then described it

as his finest stroke of business. But his work was not only

quickly done, it was well done also, so much so that the

quality of his work attracted the attention of architects, and

his business grew rapidly. In 1834 he had to move to larger

premises, and counted amongst his customers the Bank of

France and several railway companies. He stood in the

front rank of his trade, and his workmen at this period

—

1834—before ever profit-sharing was even thought of, were

noted for their skill and temperate habits. Such was his

personal influence that workmen who left him, because the

discipline of his shop was too severe, often came back of

their own accord. This short sketch will give us an idea of

what kind of man Leclaire, the father of profit-sharing, was.

Leclaire Announces his Scheme
of Profit=Sharing to his Workmen.

In June, 1840, he calls together his best workmen

and explains to them his profit-sharing project, and on

August 10th he issues a circular asking their loyal assistance

in carrying out his plans. He there tells them forcibly

and clearly that the master's authority must continue un-

diminished. 'Let no one imagine,' be says to them, 'that

when we have this association everyone will be free to do

what seems good to him. No, gentlemen, it cannot be so

at any time. Eegulations will fix the rights and duties of

each person. . . I am the master of my business.'

Under such conditions, and with such a Napoleon to manage

the business, the success of profit-sharing seems assured.

But did it succeed? Mons. Leclaire always expressed

himself as satisfied. Adherents to profit-sharing as a system

always quote Leclaire as not only the founder of the system,

but also as having proved its success. Therefore, it is with

very great caution that I venture to call attention to the

following facts, which can be verified by reference to the

published accounts of the 'Life of Leclaire.' We must

remember the leaps and bounds made by Leclaire's business

prior to his adoption of profit-sharing in 1840. He was then

in his prime, being under 40 years of age. Let us compare

its progress before and after his adoption of profit-sharing.

By no other method can we judge of the success of profit-

sharing as a system, and apart from the master-hand of

Leclaire. Leclaire's first year's share of profits to his

workmen was 12,000 francs; the next year it was 19,700

francs ; and for the following five years it practically stood

stationary, onlyincreasing during that period to 20,700 francs.

The following 24 years, namely, up to 1871, was occupied

in raising the annual share of profits for workmen to

67,500 francs.

An Industrial Co-partnership Formed.

In 1872 Leclaire died; the firm became an industrial

co-partnership, and the profits were divided in the proportion

of one-half to the managers and capital, and the remaining

half to the workmen. But even under these apparently

favourable conditions for labour, the firm does not grow or

progress as it did prior to the adoption of profit-sharing, for

we find that whilst in 1872 the firm employed 976 workmen,

in 1886 it only employed 716 workmen, and this in the

business of house-painting and decorating, in which

machinery enters less than any other trade or occupation.

The share of profits, however, were increased enormously

after Leclaire's death, for whilst in 1872, the first year of

the division on the new basis, only 88,000 francs were

divided amongst 976 workmen, in 1882, 240,000 francs

were divided amongst only 998 workmen. Now the business

of house-painting and decorating is practically one of hand

labour, and, therefore, this enormous increase in divisible

profits, without corresponding increase in number of work-

men, is not a healthy sign, but an unhealthy one. It would

appear that the change instituted after Leclaire's death, under

which the profits increased so enormously, was not one of

enlarging the operations of the business and so increasing

the profits in a legitimate and permanent manner, but of

higher profits on the business done. The higher profits

could not have been obtained as the result of profit-sharing,

else why was such a result not shown during Leclaire's

lifetime ? We know that Leclaire was a keen business man,

pushful in his conduct of business, and eager for the highest

possible results. But a man of Leclaire's type would not

sacrifice permanency for the sake of temporarily higher

profits. That this inflation of profits was only temporary

is proved by the fact that from this highest point the divisible

profits and the business recede, and in 1886 the firm were

only employing 716 workmen and dividing only 182,000

francs.

The Results Summed up.

What interpretation is to be placed on this brief history

of the father of profit-sharing ? His greatest success would

appear to have been made before he adopted profit-sharing,

and there is not the slightest indication that the adoption of

profit-sharing brought increased prosperity to his business.

On the contrary, the rapid growth of his business before the

adoption of profit-sharing appears to have received a marked

check after its adoption, and for five years the business stood

practically stationary. And yet the Maison Leclaire is the

Mecca of all disciples of profit-sharing. I venture to say
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that Leclaire owes nothing of his success to his adoption of

profit-sharing, or to his worlaxien. It is the workmen who
owed everything to this man, who, from the humblest

beginnings, and uneducated, raised himself by the practice

of good management and self-denial to what he became.

I will conclude this argument by a description of Leclan-e

when an old man, given by Mons. Eobert ;
—

' Those who
have known Leclaire will never forget him. His Nviute looks,

his large forehead, his eyes of a clear sparkling blue under

heavy eyebrows, gave his figure a remarkable character of

intelligence and dignity. Stocky, broad-shouldered, and

set solidly on his feet, with the attitude of the manager who
is watching his \vorkmen and inspecting their work, always

master of himself and others, venerable and courteous,

spontaneous in his enthusiasm, he left an ineffaceable

impression on everyone who saw and heard him.'

Causes of Non-success.

If profit-sharing practised by such a man cannot show a

better result than above, then we need not wonder at the

average life of profit-sharing schemes being under six years.

The want of success achieved by profit-sharing arises from

such a variety of causes that it is difficult to particularise.

But the first obstacle is that profits are not the direct fruit

of labour. Prices of the raw material and the finished

product, the state of trade and markets, all affect profits.

You could not make a labourer understand why whilst, say,

in 1890 he worked no harder than in 1891, yet in 1890 he

received a handsome share of profits, and in 1891 none at

all. Then how is criticism by labour of the buying and

management to be avoided ? Say in 1890 the markets rose

whilst the firm had large stocks, and that in 1891 markets

either dropped when the firm had large stocks, or rose when

the firm had no stocks. Labour will be contented in 1890,

and discontented and give trouble in 1891. Capital and

management understand these circumstances, and accept

them as a product of trade conditions ; but not so labour.

This liability to criticism of management is in itself one of the

most serious drawbacks to profit-sharing. To meet this

difficulty, many profit-sharing firms keep as a profound

secret the proportion of profit they give to labour. But this

robs profit-sharing of all merit as such, and takes away its

very essence.

Profit=Sharing Inherently Bad.

Erom whichever point of view, therefore, we consider

profit-sharing as a system, it appears to be inherently bad,

and founded on impossible economical conditions, because

it is contrary to the s])irit of the arrangement under which

labour declines to share in losses, and claims to be treated

as first mortgagee ; and I venture to submit that the Board

of Trade Reports show conclusively that it has met with

very little support from either capital, management, or

labour, and that it is not supported by trade unions. But,

notwithstanding the absolute truth of this, it is impossible

to rest satisfied, and to leave the great question of capital,

management, and labour in its present position. The dry,

cold contract with labour made by management leaves labour

without interest in the success of the undertaking. If it

succeeds, that success does not directly benefit labour. If

the undertaking fails, labour is indifferent—it is no direct

concern of labour. I venture to say that, bad as is a false

system of profit-sharing, this alternative is equally bad, and

distinctly opposed to the highest interests of capital and

management as well as labour. Surely some modifica-

tion of the present mere wage-system is possible. Surely

some business method for drawing closer together capital,

management, and labour can be devised.

Co=operative Undertakings.

The hopes of some have been centred in the co-operative

movement. But so far, neither in distributive nor pro-

ductive co-operative undertakings has labour been dealt with

on other lines than those of the hardest private enterprise,

whilst the position of management in co-operative under-

takings has been made distinctly worse than in the case of

private firms. The reason for this state of affairs is that

co-operative enterprises have simply magnified the power

and control of capital. It is true that in the co-operative

movement the capital is held by tens of thousands of indi-

viduals instead of a few capitalists, as is the case in private

enterprises. I submit, however, that that does not affect,

and has not affected, the influence of capital in weakening

the position of management and labour in co-operative

undertakings. The co-operative movement has failed to

increase the share of profits going to management and

labour, whilst it has magnified the influence of capital in

increasing the share of profits going to capital. It has not

had the influence that was expected of it in improving and

elevating the position of labour engaged in productive or

distributive co-operative undertakings.

Prosperity"Sharing.

Yet something must be done to cbange the present

situation. If labour has no claim to profit-sharing because

it is unable to take any part in loss-sharing, it yet has a

claim to a share in that prosperity which its industry has

helped to create—for prosperity-sharing is entirely distinct

from profit-sharing. In our family life the whole household
shares in prosperity with the head of the house, but no

division of profits is made. Such sharing of prosperity

makes life easier, better, brighter, and higher for all in the

household, but profit-sharing would produce conditions of

criticism, complaints, and dissatisfaction which would
destroy the comfort, happiness, and stability of the whole
household. Let us recognise the family brotherhood of

labour, and introduce closer bonds between capital, manage-
ment, and labour than a mere bald contract for wages.
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Let us Socialise and Christianise business relations, and get

back again in the office, factor)- and workshop to that close

family brotherhood that existed in the good old days of hand
labour. Let us candidly admit that labour has an honest

and truthful claim to a share in prosperity, and that by

recognising such claim capital will gain immensely, whilst

the difficulties and responsibilities of management will be

enormously reduced. In approaching the consideration of

the best method for carrying prospeiity-sharing into effect,

we must keep steadily in view the fact that it must not

degenerate into charit>' or philanthropy, but that the object

must be the increased success of the undertaking with

increased prosperity for ah connected with it. In short, to

quote, slightly altered, Leclaire's definition of profit-sharing,

I define prosperity- sharing to be, ' To create increased pros-

perity by common effort sufficient to provide a share of that

prosperity for labour, and also to enlarge the prosperity of

capital and management.'

Its Difficulties.

The problem presents great difficulties, for we have to

avoid all the evils and objections that have been found to apply

to profit-sharing. We have to be careful not to interfere with

the functions and sphere of trade unions. We have to pre-

serve management from being placed in the position of

servant to labour, owing to liability to criticism and censure.

Labour must be assured of freedom of control from manage-

ment in the enjoyment of the benefits derived from

prosperity-sharing. AYe must have some system more stable

than bonus cheques, which vary in amount from year to

year, and cease altogether in )'ears of bad trade, with all the

consequent disappointment and distrust by labour that this

entails. AVe must so arrange the system of prosperity-

sharmg that it shall include within the scope of its benefits

the wives and children of labour as well as labour itself.

And lastly, but by no means the least important, the effect

of the methods of prosperity-sharing adopted must be to

have a distinctly elevating tendency on labour, so as to raise

labour both in the social and intellectual scale, with increased

power for enjoyment and happiness within itself and greater

power for usefulness outside itself.

Bonuses Vetoed.

In order to carry this into effect, some reservoir must be

created into which the share of the profits belonging to labour

can be stored dm-ing prosperous years, to be more evenly

appUed both over varying years and for a greater variety

of benefits than woidd otherwise be possible. On no account

must any direct payment to individuals by means of bonus

arrangements be made under a prosperity-sharing scheme.

This would be absolutely fatal to success, and introduce all

the drawbacks and objections inherent to profit-sharing.

Nor must sums be credited to individuals for their sole

benefit. The funds in the reservoir must remain the property

of the firm, to be held in trust, but without obligation,

for the benefit of the labour at the time being engaged in the

employ of the prosperity-sharing firm. Labour, on ceasing

to be in the employ of the firm, must have no claim on the

fund set aside for prosperity-sharing. The funds in the

resBivoir or elsewhere must he agreed to be for the benefit

exclusively of labour during the time of its employment in

the active business of the firm, and for the liestowal of

pensions on such labour at the discretion of the firm, and

without any power on the part of laboui' to demand pensions

or benefits as part of a contract.

To Further the Social and

Industrial Betterment of Labour.

The benefits of prosperity-sharing may be applied to

labour in a great variety of ways, and it would be entirely

out of place here to attempt to lay down hard and fast rules.

All that it is possible to state is that contributions out of the

fund may be made to every scheme that has for its object

the social and industrial betterment of labour. One of the

best methods for the application of the principle of

prosperity-sharing is to be found in building cottages to be

let to labour at low rentals. This plan is most effective in

elevating and bettering the conditions of labour, and has

the additional advantage of ensuring that the wives and

children sliall share in it. But this method is the one that

is most often impossible of application, and in any case is

only one of hundreds of schemes. Contributions may be

made toward the building of clubs, recreation halls, institu-

tions, summer holidays, winter entertainments, sick and

burial societies, and hundreds of others. By contributions

to objects such as these, labour enjoys the fullest liberty in

managing its own institutions outside the business, whilst

management is maintained in its proper place inside the

business.

Self-interest the Rule of Life.

In conclusion, I would only add that there is one great

principle governing the world, which is that of self-interest.

We find this principle nowhere more strongly marked nor

finding more general acceptance than in business. It is

understood to be the rule of business. It shows itself in

the axiom of Cobden, 'to buy in the cheapest market and

sell in the dearest.' It shows itself in competition, some-

times healthy, and sometimes unhealthy, and in a thousand

and one ways is known to all of us. But there are two kinds

of self-interest — that selfish self-interest which is so

short-sighted as to regard self-interest in its narrowest

sense only to the exclusion of all other considerations; and

that broad, intelligent self-interest which seeks to find the

interests of self by regarding the welfare and interests of

others. This latter we will call enlightened self-interest.

By the practice of the spirit of enlightened self-interest in

the struggle for supremacy and superiority, of emulation
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and competition, mankind is made strongei-, more skilful,

more intelligent, and better able to maintain an advanced

position. The law of enlightened self-interest induces the

effort to succeed by the maintenance of our life on the

highest level of comfort that can be produced by art and

science, music and literature, and all other wise means of

intelligent enjoyment that make life worth living. When the

spirit of enlightened self-interest dies, mankind must, and

will, fall away and die also, just as certainly as that the

practice of narrow, selfish self-interest can only result in the

decline of civilisation and of humanity.

Enlightened Self=lnterest.

The truest and highest form of enlightened self-interest

requires that we pay the fullest regard to the interest and

welfare of those around us, whose well-being we must bind

up with our own, and with whom we must share our pros-

perity. We cannot live in comfort with others if we do not

share our comfort with them. If we wish men to be honest

toward ourselves we must be honest with them. If we

wish men to help us to achieve prosperity, they must feel

assured that we will share that prosperity with them. If

capital and management think of nothing but their own

narrowest, selfish self-interest, without a thought for labovu',

care nothing for the comfort or welfare of labour, care

nothing whether labour is well or ill housed, whether labour

is provided with opportunity for reasonable and proper

recreation and rehef from toil or not ; if capital and

management have thought only how to get the highest pos-

sible in number of working hours, with the highest possible

in skill and work for the lowest possible in wages—then

capital and management are blind to their own highest and

most enlightened self-interest, and will fail miserably in the

achievement of their object. Also, the converse of the

above is equally true. If labour considers nothing but its

own narrowest selfish self-interest ; if labour's sole thought

is how to render the smallest possible amount of work in the

shortest possible number of hours for the highest possible

wages, without a single care whether the employer fails

or not, then labour will some day have to pay the penalty,

. and a heavy penalty it will be. The employers business,

and the business of the country as a whole, cannot

prosper under such conditions, and, if they do not prosper,

wages cannot be maintained for long on a basis satisfactory

to labour. But if labour adopts the spirit of enlightened

and intelligent self-interest, and if capital and management

do the same, if each recognise the principle that by looking

after the interests of the other they are taking the surest

means to achieve their own self-interest, business will be

healthier, happiness in business will be greater, the

prosperity of the business of the whole country will be

assured, and the bogey of foreign competition will be

laid once and for all. I venture to submit that prosperity-

sharing on the basis of enlightened self-interest will secure

this.

W. H. LEVER.

Printed by Le-ver Brothe/s Limited, Port Sunlight.
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